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Résumé :

Nous calculons les constantes élastiques de cisaillement de l'alliage

NiZr2, cristallin et amorphisé par trempe en fonction de la température,

ainsi que celle de l'alliage amorphisé par désordre chimique à T=300K.

Nous montrons par ailleurs qu'une augmantation de volume seule

(jusqu'à 25%) ne suffit pas pour provoquer l'amorphisation du cristal.

Pour publication dans 'Kinetics of Phase Transformations" ( Materials

Research Society Symposium Proceedings, Boston, Ma, 1990 )
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ABSTRACT

We calculate the shear elastic constants of the alloy NiZr2 by
molecular dynamics simulations in the crystalline and amorphous
phases as well as upon introduction of antisite defects in the
crystal at T=300K. For S (long range order parameter) equal to
0.5 , the system is amorphous and C 1 is larger than the same
quantity relative to the crystal whereas 044 and Cge are smaller.

INTRODUCTION

According to recent molecular dynamics ( M D ) simulations
results, the intermetallic alloy NiZr 2 undergoes a solid state
crystal-to amorphous (C-A) transformation at room temperature
when the number of antisite defects introduced in the system
corresponds to values of the long range order parameter S
smaller than 0.6 [1] .These simulations were based on an
effec t ive N-body interatomic potential constructed in the
framework of the second moment approximation of the tight
binding electronic density of states [ 2 ] . On the experimental
side an important elastic softening is found to characterize the
C-A reaction under irradiation in ZrsAl thereby suggesting that
the loss of topological order may be related to a mechanical
instability resembling isobaric heating to melting [3] . This
intriguing hypothesis is based originally on the very similar
experimental behavior of the shear modulus recorded upon heating
and irradiation, as first pointed out in réf .3. While chemical
disorder is undoubtedly a plausible driving force in solid state
amorphizing processes, experimental work on hydrogenated Zrj?.I
[4] seems to i rlicate that volume expansion is the necessary
prerequisite fo*. the transformation to take place. In fact, the
volume expansion in ZrsAl crystals due to hydrogen absorption is
identical to that measured in ZrsAl prior to amorphization by
ion irradiation. Given the above facts a unif ied picture of
solid state amorphization has been recently proposed viewing the
phenomenon as independent on the details of the process
promoting the volume expansion [5] . Despite the considerable
efforts devoted to a better understanding of the nature and the
mecnanism of the C-A phase t ransformat ions a clear and
unambigous establishment of their microscopic foundations is
still lacking. In particular, no direct numerical evidence
exists on the behavior of the shear elastic constants for a
realistic system driven out of equilibrium by the introduction
of a suitable form of externe lly provided energy. To help
clar i fying this issue we performed molecular dynamics
computations of the elastic constants of crystalline and
amorphous NiZra by using the same interatomic potential adopted



in ref.l. We calculate the Voigt average bulk and shear elastic
moduli [6] as well as the individual shear components C'= (Cn-
£22)/2/ C44, Cgg. These quantities are the eigenvalues of the
elastic constants matrix Cij closest to the boundary of the
elastic instability region defined by the condition detCj_j=0.

MODEL AND COMPUTATIONS

Our simulations are performed on a system of 144 atoms (48
Ni and 96 Zr) arranged in a parallelepipedic box (2X2X3 lattice
cells) with periodic boundary conditions. The crystalline
structure of NiZr2 is of the CuAl2 type (C-16 structure) . The
equations of motion are integrated via a fifth order predictor
corrector algorithm with a timestep At=10~15 s and the
interactions are computed for distances within a cutoff radius
Rc=0.53 nm. Elastic constants Cij (in Voigt notation) are
calculated in the crystalline and amorphous portions of the
volume-temperature phase diagram. The latter is produced in two
different ways, either by cooling the liquid at a quench rate
qc=5'10

12 K/s or by introducing a sufficient number of antisite
defects at room temperature. The thermodynamic states obtained
by chemical destabilization and rapid quenching from the liquid
state are nearly identical at T=300K [1). To melt the crystal
the temperature is rised well above the melting point by
maintaining the system at zero pressure via the constant
pressure-fixed shape form of molecular dynamics [7] . The
computation of Cij at zero stress in the (T,h,N) ensemble
follows the strategy recommended by Ray [8] and employs an
appropriate microscopic expression extensively detailed in the
literature. The matrix h is defined as a 3X3 matrix whcse
columns contain three independent vectors a,b,c which span the
molecular dynamics cell. The zero stress condition is achieved
by performing simulations in the (T,a,N) ensemble (a is the
stress tensor) via the Parrinello-Rahman variable size and shape
form of molecular dynamics [9] . This step allows a precise
determination of the reference state correspcnding to a given
average value of h to be used in the computation of the elastic
constants in the (T,h,N) ensemble. The constant temperature
technique of Nose is then used to keep the temperature constant
at a given value [10]. We were also concerned with the elastic
behavior of the crystalline alloy expanded uniformly at room
temperature. In this case we refer to the derivation of the
microscopic expression for the Cij given by Barren and Klein
[11]/ especially suited to deal with solids under large uniform
pressures.

RESULTS

Volume-temperature ohase diagram

The phase diagram of NiZr2 at zero pressure is displayed in
Fig.l. Each point is the average over at least 10000 time steps,
the estimated statistical errors on the volumes being of the
order of 0.002V. The system melts readily at Tm=1600K.
Correspondingly, Tm indicates the temperature for melting driven



by a mechanical instability at zero pressure. In the undercooled
liquid-amorphous part of the phase diagram the volume is to a
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Phase diagram
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good extent a linear function of the temperature at low (TOOOK)
and high temperatures (T>1200K). It is customary to identify the
intersection point between the linear fits of both low and high
temperature sets of data as the glass transition temperature Tg.
In our case we obtain Tg = 1100K for a quenching rate
qc=5-10

12 K/s.

Elastic: constants of crystalline and amorphous NiZr?

The behavior of C' in the crystalline and amorphous phases
is given in the upper part of Fig. 2. Each point is the
statistical average over trajectories in the (T,h,N) ensemble
ranging from 5-10 4 to 105 time steps for the higher
temperatures. The reported error-bars represent the standard
deviation of the mean calculated from sub-averages of 5000 time
steps each. One notices that C' drops much faster on increasing
the temperature in the amorphous region and vanishes smoothly
for T>1200K, a temperature larger than Tg as defined above but
definitely smaller than the temperature Tm of mechanical
instability of the system. Going from the crystal to the
amorphous state at room temperature, C' increases as confirmed
by the value of C' relative to the amorphous originated from
chemical destabilization. In the bottom part of Fig.2 analogous
results are presented for 044 and Cggr in this case the crystal-
to-amorphous transformation is characterized by a pronounced
elastic softening and the values of €44 and Cee for the two
amorphous structures are essentially identical. A quantity more
suited to be directly correlated with experiments on the
elastic behavior of irradiated alloys, as those performed on
ZraAl [3], is the Voigt average of the shear components G whose
behavior is depicted in Fig.3, where we show also the Voigt
average bulk modulus B of both crystalline and amorphous NiZr2.
The average shear modulus decreases markedly in the amorphous
phase regardless of the path followed to produce the amorphous
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structure, while less dramatic is the softening of the bulk
modulus.
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Fig.3 Average elastic moduli of crystalline and amorphous
B and G are respectively the average bulk and shear moduli.
Note: the values calculated for S=0.5 superpose to those
obtained from rapid quench.

Elastic behavior and homogeneous volume expansion.

The elastic response of the shear modulus C' to an
homogeneous dilation is shown in Fig.4. In a system containing
more than a threshold number of antisite defects a volume
dilation of 2% is seen to correspond to the crystal-to-amorphous
transformation [I]. No phase transformation occurs for values of
AV/V smaller than 0.25 on the time scale of our longest

simulations (10~10 s). When Av/V=0.25, mechanical failure occurs
in a way quite similar to that illustrated by Parrinello and
Rahman in their study of the elastic response of Ni to the
application of a tensile load [9]. Furthermore from Fig.l we
note that at T=300K the volume expansion separating the
crystalline and amorphous phases is of the order of 2%, whereas
the dilation calculated for the crystal just before melting at
T=1600K with respect to the volume at room temperature is 7.5%.
Therefore any numerical evidence of elastic softening in
homogeneously expanded defect-free crystals [12] is inconclusive
to the purpose of clarifying the possible event of a mechanical
instability that triggers the C-A transformation. Our results
indicate that volume expansion alone cannot represent the
dominant factor in different solid state amorphizing processes
unless some form of additional energy is stored in the crystal
under the form of defects or impurities. This is indeed the case
in both C-A reactions driven by chemical disorder [3] or
hydrogen absorption [4],
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CONCLUSIONS

Our MD simulations of the elastic behavior of NiZr2 reveal
that the C-A transformation occurs for S=0.5 [1] and the average
shear modulus G softens appreciably due to the large decrease of
C<j4 and Cee/ while C1 is higher than in the perfect crystal. This
trend is confirmed by the values taken by these quantities in
the rapid quenched structure at the same temperature T=300K.
Crystalline NiZra uniformly expanded is mechanically unstable at

AV/V=0.25, a value much larger than the 2% associated with the
loss of topological order that follows the introduction of
antisite defects. Our results are in favorable agreement with
the experimental evidence and do not rule out the hypothesis of
an elastic instability underlying the C-A transformation.
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